The search for binary sequences with a high figure of merit, known as the low autocorrelation binary sequence (labs) problem, represents a formidable computational challenge. To mitigate the computational constraints of the problem, we consider solvers that accept odd values of sequence length L and return solutions for skew-symmetric binary sequences only -with the consequence that not all best solutions under this constraint will be optimal for each L. In order to improve both, the search for best merit factor and the asymptotic runtime performance, we instrumented three stochastic solvers, the first two are state-of-the-art solvers that rely on variants of memetic and tabu search (lssMAts and lssRRts), the third solver (lssOrel) organizes the search as a sequence of independent contiguous self-avoiding walk segments. By adapting a rigorous statistical methodology to performance testing of all three combinatorial solvers, experiments show that the solver with the best asymptotic average-case performance, lssOrel 8 = 0.000032 * 1.1504 L , has the best chance of finding solutions that improve, as L increases, figures of merit reported to date. The same methodology can be applied to engineering new labs solvers that may return merit factors even closer to the conjectured asymptotic value of 12.3248.
Introduction
The aperiodic low-autocorrelation binary sequence (labs) problem has a simple formulation: take a binary sequence of length L, S = s 1 s 2 . . . s L , s i ∈ {+1, −1}, the autocorrelation function C k (S) = L−k i=1 s i s i+k , and minimize the energy function:
or alternatively, maximize the merit factor F [1, 2, 3] :
A binary sequence with the best merit factor has important applications in communication engineering. To physicists, the optimum solution of the labs problem corresponds to the ground state of a generalized onedimensional Ising spin system with long range 4-spin interactions [4] , also known as the Bernasconi model with aperiodic autocorrelation.
The asymptotic value for the maximum merit factor F , introduced in [2] , has been re-derived using arguments from statistical mechanics [4] : as L → ∞, then F → 12.3248
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The publication of the asymptotic value in Eq. 3 is providing an on-going challenge since no published solutions can yet claim to converge to this value as the length of the sequence increases.
Finding the optimum sequence is significantly harder than solving the special cases of the Ising spin-glass problems with limited interaction and periodic boundary conditions, for example [8] . While effective methods have been presented to solve the special cases up to L = 400 [8] , the best merit factors that has also been proven optimal for the problem as formulated in Eq. 2 are presently known for values of L ≤ 60 only [9] . A web page of labs best merit factors and solutions, up to the sequence length of L = 304, has been compiled by Joshua Knauer in 2002. This page is no longer accessible and has now been restored under [10] next to comprehensive tables of best-value solutions. These tables contain not only updates on the best known figures of merit but also the number of unique solutions in canonic form and the solutions themselves. Relationships between results reported in [2, 6, 4, 3] , and all subsequent updates under [10] are depicted in four panels in Figure 1 . The latest experimental results support the trend towards the conjectured asymptotic value of F = 12.3248, however as we demonstrate later on in the paper, the computational cost to reach this value may well exceed the currently available resources unless a better solver is discovered.
This version created on March 25, 2016 arXiv:1406.5301v5 [cs.DS] 24 Mar 2016A deviation-versus-length plot, introduced in [5] , fits deviations from known optimal solutions for L ≤ 60 to a second-order polynomial (the dotted line); (b) A global view of the merit factor-versus-inverse sequence length, rigorously introduced in [4] , demonstrates that the conjectured asymptotic value of F = 12.3248 may indeed be reacheable with sufficient computational resources [2, 4] , i.e. the improvements vis-a-vis the 'Best merit factors asymptote, 1985' [6] are significant [7] ; (c) The expanded view of experimental results, particularly for L > 183 (or 1/L < 0.00546) suggests that better merit factors may be found not only by providing massively parallel computational resources but also by continuing to improve the current generation of labs solvers; (d) A direct plot of merit factors F versus sequence length L illustrates that for L ≤ 50 there are large and also asymmetrical variations in values of merit factors, ranging from less than 4 to more than 14. For L > 50 and L ≤ 183, i.e. for sequences where lssOrel 8 solutions reports an observed number of hits larger than 1 ( Figure 14 ), merit factor variations are not only significantly reduced, they also exhibit an increasing trend and lead to a linear predictor model 8.6325237 + 0.0007571 * L. We demonstrate that, given the state-of-the-art labs solvers, the downwards trend in merit factors for L > 183 is due to insufficient application of computational resources -sequences with better merit values than the ones shown here exist and are expected to be found in the future! While branch and bound solvers, for both even and odd sequences [9] and for skew-symmetric sequences only [11] have been pursued, they do not scale as well as the stochastic solvers. Stochastic solvers cannot prove optimality, they can only be compared on the basis of the best-value solutions, and to a limited extent, also on the average runtime needed to find such solutions under a sufficiently large number of repeated trials [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . The experimental results obtained with our stochastic solver lssOrel are compared to the instrumented versions of solvers in [21] . 1 Compared to heuristic methods, the body of the theoretical literature on the merit factor problem for binary sequences is considerable [22] . By 1983, it has been established by computation (R. J. Turyn) and made plausible by the ergodicity postulate, that long Legendre sequences offset by a quarter of their length have an asymptotic merit factor of 6 [23] . A rigorous proof for the asymptotic merit factor of 6, also based on the quarter-rotated Legendre sequences, has followed in 1991 [24] . The current records for asymptotic merit factors, obtained by various construction techniques, stand at 6.3421 [25, 26, 27, 28] and 6.4382 [29] . Clearly, the challenge of finding long binary sequences that would converge towards the asymptotic merit factor of F = 12.3248, as postulated in Eq. 3 , remains open for experimentalists as well as for theoreticians.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation, definitions, and examples that motivate the approach taken in this paper. Section 3 highlights details about three labs solvers as they are instrumented for comparative performance experiments to measure, in a platform-independent manner, solver's asymptotic performance as the size of the labs problem increases. Section 4 summarizes results of extensive experiments with these solvers, including bounds and projections for computational resources needed to increase the likelihood of finding better solutions of the labs problem for sizes L > 141. The section concludes with two views of merit factors as L increases towards the value of 5000. The first view depicts an asymptotic convergence of merit factor towards 6.34, achievable by constructing each sequence under runtime polynominal complexity of O(L 3 ). The second view outlines challenges for the next generation of labs solvers. Given current computational resources, the trend of merit factors achieved with lssOrel 8 points in the right direction; however, sequences that would converge closer to the conjectured asymptotic value of 12. 3248 are yet to be discovered and will be the focus of future work.
Notation and Definitions
This section follows notation, definitions, and metaphors introduced in [30] and [31] . The first paper defines Hasse graphs and relates them to average-case performance of combinatorial optimization algorithms, the second paper demonstrates merits of long and entirely contiguous selfavoding walks which are searching, under concatenation of binary and ternary coordinates, for the maximum number of bonds in the 2D protein folding problem. Combined, these papers also support a simple and intuitive introduction of the self-avoding walk segments as the key component of an effective strategy which we apply to finding best solution to instances of the labs problem in this paper. There are two illustrations of such walks: a small one in Figure 2 at the end of this section, and a larger instance in Section 3 where, in Figure 5 , we compare a self-avoiding walk induced by our solver lssOrel with a walk based on tabu search induced by the solver lssMAts [21] . We proceed with a brief reprise of notation and definitions, some of them extended to specifics of the labs problem.
Solution as a coordinate-value pair. While the energy of the autocorrelation function as defined in Eq. 1 may be simple to interpret in terms of binary symbols s i ∈ {+1, −1}, we define, for the remainder of the paper, any solution of Eq. 1 as a coordinate-value pair in the form
where ς is a binary string of length L, also denoted as the coordinate from [0, 1] L , and Θ(ς) is the value associated with this coordinate.
Coordinate distance. The distance between two binary coordinates a and b is defined as the Hamming distance:
Coordinate symmetries.
There are four coordinate transformations that reveal the symmetries of the labs problem function as formulated in Eq. 1:
complementation: For example, the complement of 0000011001010 is 1111100110101
reversal:
For example, the reversal of 0000011001010 is 0101001100000 symmetry: For example, for L even, we say that 011110 is symmetric compared to L/2 without coordinate complementation.
skew-symmetry: Skew-symmetry has been introduced in [1] . It is defined for odd values of L only and the solution of the labs problem can be expressed with coordinates that are significantly reduced in size: 
The introduction of skew-symmetry significantly reduces the computational complexity of the labs problem -but not every optimal solution for odd values of L is also skew-symmetric. Only recently, a branch-andbound solver [11] extended known optimal solutions for skew-symmetric sequences from length 73 to 89. However, even under skew-symmetry, only stochastic solvers have demonstrated the potential to find improved, if not optimal solutions, as L increases to 201 and beyond.
Canonic solutions and best upper bounds. The labs problem symmetries partition solutions into four quadrants with coordinate prefixes of 00, 01, 10, and 11. Without loss of generality, we transform coordinates of all optimal or best value solutions found in quadrants 01, 10, 11 to the quadrant 00 and denote the set of unique optimal coordinate:value solution pairs in the quadrant 00 as the canonic solutions set. For a given L, only the coordinates in this set are unique; the optimum or the best known value, also denoted as the best upper bound Θ ub L (an integer value denoting energy) is the same for each coordinate in this set. We say that C L is the cardinality of canonic solutions set and that Θ ub L is the best upper bound we associate with the labs instance of size L.
Distance=1 neighborhood. The distance=1 neighborhood of a coordinate ς j is a set of coordinates
Informally, a binary coordinate ς j of size L, also called a pivot coordinate, has L neighbors, each a distance of 1 from the pivot coordinate.
Contiguous walks and pivot coordinates. Let the coordinate ς 0 be the initial coordinate from which the walk takes the first step. Then the sequence {ς 0 , ς 1 , ς 2 , . . . , ς j , . . . , ς ω }
is called a walk list or a walk of length ω, the coordinates ς j are denoted as pivot coordinates and Θ(ς j ) are denoted as pivot values. Given an instance of size L and its best upper bound Θ ub L , we say that the walk reaches its target value (and stops) when Θ(ς ω ) ≤ Θ ub L . We say that the walk is contiguous if the distance between adjacent pivots is 1; i.e., given Eq. 5, we find d(ς j , ς j−1 ) = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., ω
Self-avoiding walks (SAWs). We say that the walk is self-avoiding if all pivots in Eq. 8 are unique. We say that the walk is composed of two or more walk segments if the initial pivot of each walk segment has been induced by a well-defined heuristic such as random restarts, a heuristic associated also with all solvers described in this paper. Walk segments can be of different lengths and if viewed independently of other walks, may be self-avoiding or not. A walk composed of two or more self-avoiding walk segments may no longer be a self-avoiding walk, since some of the pivots may overlap and also form cycles. This is illustrated after we define the Hasse graph below.
Hasse graph. Hasse graph has been defined in [30, 31] as a model of hyperhedron (or informally, a dice) based on an extension of the Hasse diagram. In the case of the labs problem, Hasse graph is an undirected labeled graph with 2 L vertices and L × 2 L−1 edges; the degree of each vertex is L and the label is the pair ς : Θ(ς) as defined in Eq. 4. By projecting this graph with its labeled vertices onto a plane, we can not only illustrate concepts of coordinate/pivot neighborhoods but also specific walks as a combinatorial search heuristics. Figure 2 illustrates not only two Hasse graphs, with each vertex displaying a coordinate:value; it also illustrates that the target value can be reached either by a sequence of three shorter SAW segments (each segment represents a contiguous SAW) or by a single contiguous SAW. The three contiguous self-avoiding walk segments in Figure 2a have lengths of 7, 7, and 4, covering a total of 19 vertices in 18+2=20 steps. We add two steps since the second and the third walk segment are induced by two restarts. Just as the pivot ς 0 is the initial pivot for the first step in the first walk, pivots ς 7 and ς 15 are taken as initial pivots for the first step in the second walk and the first step in the third walk, respectively. Here is a linear depiction of the 19 vertices and three walk segments.
To keep the Hasse graph less cluttered, the steps of the walk that are induced by two restarts are not shown with additional edges. We denote such steps as jump steps since the distance between pivots may exceeds 1. A more formal description of SAW as a general purpose combinatorial search algorithm is given in Section 3. A summary of results in Section 4 demonstrates that in the asymptotic sense (as L increases), a contiguous SAW has walk lengths that are on the average shorter than walk lengths achieved under heuristic which limits the length of each SAW and then, with repeated random restarts, assembles the shorter SAWs into a single long walk. In general, the assembled walk is no longer contiguous, see Figure 2a .
On origins of self-avoiding walks. The notion of selfavoiding walks (SAWs) was first introduced by the chemist Paul Flory in order to model the real-life behavior of chain-like entities such as solvents and polymers, whose physical volume prohibits multiple occupation of the same spatial point [32] . In mathematics, a SAW lives in the n-dimensional lattice Z n which consists of the points in R n whose components are all integers [33, 34] . The challenge of finding the longest self-avoiding walk in multidimensional lattices efficiently has been and also continues to be of considerable interest in physics [35] . vertices and labels are ordered L −> R by function values (for coordType=B, vertex distribution at each rank is binomial) Hasse rank distance from the initial coordinate (the bottom vertex) vertices and labels are ordered L −> R by function values (for coordType=B, vertex distribution at each rank is binomial) Hasse rank distance from the initial coordinate (the bottom vertex) Two cases of self-avoiding walks (SAWs): (a) three SAWs where each SAW is limited to 7 or less steps and is followed by random restarts; (b) a single SAW where the number of steps is limited by the total number of vertices in the graph. In general, the average walk length required to reach the target value from any starting point will be less when the walk is self-avoiding and contiguous rather than when the walk is composed from multiple shorter self-avoiding walk segments. Nominally, this is an instance of size L = 13; here we are solving the instance under skew-symmetry, so L = 7. By considering the canonical solutions only (i.e. solutions with the coordinate prefix of 00), we can use a Hasse graph with only 2 5 = 32 vertices to illustrate such walks.
Solver Instrumentation and Solvers
We have instrumented a total of four solvers to conduct the experiments summarized in the follow-up sections. Solvers lMAts and lssMAts, described in [21] , implement a memetic-tabu search strategy. The solver lMAts returns solutions for both even and odd sequences, the solver lssMAts returns skew-symmetric sequences only. The solver lssRRts, is a special case of lssMAts. Our solver, lssOrel, implements a self-avoiding walk strategy for odd sequences under skew-symmetry so that experimental results with lssOrel can be directly compared with lssMAts and lssRRts. We begin with solver instrumentation, follow up with solver pseudo-code descriptions, and conclude with highlights on differences between lssMAts and lssOrel.
Solver instrumentation. We argue that in order to design a better combinatorial solver one also needs to devise an environment and a methodology that supports reproducible and statistically significant computational experiments. In our case, this environment continues to evolve under the working name of xBed [36] . A generic and standardized notation is an important part of this environment; Table 1 summarizes the notation and description of principal variables in our solver instrumentation which we also use in our pseudo-code descriptions.
For example, reporting the runtime or t is not the only performance variable of importance. The most important variable is the variable named as cntProbe or τ : a variable that counts how many times the solver evaluates the objective function before completing the run. By keeping track of this variable, we can compare two solvers regardless of the platform on which experiments have been performed, and regardless whether the solver represents a much slower scripted implementation of an early prototype or the faster compiled-code implementation. In our experiments, the correlation coefficient between runtime and cntProbe consistently exceeds 0.999.
Given the labs problem of size L, the experiment is defined by N runs of the solver where each run is considered a sequence of Bernoulli trials which are probing the objective function: the solver stops as soon as -and only when -it finds the coordinate ς * with the best known solution value Θ(ς * ) = Θ . If the solver terminates the run before reaching the target value Θ ub L (due to a time-out limit), we record targetReached = 0 and isCensored = 1. Each time targetReached = 1 is recorded, the counter that measures the observed number of hits, hitO, is incremented: hitO def = number of successes or hits in N runs. (10) Concurrently with the observed number of hits hitO, we also define the observed hit ratio, hitO r : The sampleSize of the experiment is thus N : the experiment is performed either serially on a single processor or in parallel on a grid of N processors. Given the probability of success on any single Bernoulli trial as p, then the number of probes T required to obtain the first success has geometric distribution with parameter p. Formally, the probability of observing the first success on τ -th probe or before is thus
i.e. the probability that the solver finds the solution before or on probe τ is the cumulative probability F T (τ ). Experimentally, the time required until a success occurs is proportional to the number of probes, hence T also denotes the waiting time, a characteristic value associated with the solver.
Traditionally, the waiting time is considered as a continuous random variable and for p < 0.01 we can approximate, with negligible error, the distribution function F T (τ ) with a cumulative exponential distribution function
where m = 1/p. Given the sample size N , we estimate the value of p either by computing the mean value of m either as cntProbe τ or runtime t in units of seconds, minutes, hours, days, etc. In other words, given a solver with an estimated value of m = 10 hours, the probability that this solver returns the target solution value in 10 hours (or less) is 0.632: by waiting for 20, 40, or 80 hours, the probability of a hit increases to 0.865, 0.982, or 0.999, respectively.
The performance experiments summarized in the next section confirm that the uncensored random variables such as runtime or cntProbe have near-exponential or neargeometric distribution, i.e. we observe s ≈ m where s denotes the sample standard deviation and m denotes the sample mean. Under such distributions, given the uncensored sample size of N c = 100 used in all of our experiments, a reliable rule-of-thumb estimate of the 95% confidence interval (CI 0 .95 ) on value of the sample mean m is thus
When a subset of N c runs is censured, the confidence interval can increase significantly beyond the one in Eq. 15. We argue that reliable estimates of confidence bounds on the mean values of runtime or cntProbe returned by combinatorial solvers under censoring are a subject best left to statisticians [37] .
The question now arises whether and how, for a given solver and a labs instance, we can predict the number of hits, hitP , as well as the hit ratio, hitP r . The answer can be formulated in the context of the solver time-out value or runtime limit t lmt :
Thus, the predicited hit ratio hitP r in Eq. 16 is just an instance of the cumulative exponential distribution function in Eq. 14. When the experiment is performed serially on a single processor, we assume that the solver is the only significant application scheduled to run on the processor, so the value of t lmt represent the true runtime limit. However, when the experiment is performed in parallel on a grid of N processors, each processor is scheduled to run a number of applications and the value of t lmt is reduced by a loadFactor > 1, a random variable with an empirical average value of 2.4 for our environment under [38] . Similarly, we define and calculate the predicted number of hits, hitP :
In Section 4, we empirically derive the runtime model for the solver lssOrel to predict a runtime mean. Consider a labs instance for L = 149. The model predicts a runtime mean of 0.000032 * 1.1504
149 /(3600) = 10.34928 hours. For a runtime limit t lmt = 96 hours (4 days) and N = 100 processors, Eqs. 16 and 17 predict hitP r = 0.9999055 and hitP = 99 -under the assumption of loadFactor = 1. Under the empirically verified value of loadFactor = 2.4 under [38] , our predictions are modified to hitP r = 0.9789588 and hitP = 97. The experiments on the grid, summarized in Figure 15 illustrate that for L = 149 the solver lssOrel reports the observed hit ratio hitO = 95.
Given that hitO = 95 < N c with N c = 100 as postulated in Eq. 15, the question arises how many processors N should be scheduled on the grid, so that for each value of L, we can maintain hitO ≥ N c = 100 with the runtime limit of t lmt = 96 hours? A quick back-of-the envelope calculation returns the answer for L = 149: N = 103. More formally, we find the answer as follows:
Two more examples for the runtime limit of t lmt = 96, extrapolated from Figure 15 : (1) for L = 165 we find hitP r = 0.3365782 and N = 298 in order to achieve N c = 100 hits, and (2) for L = 179 we find hitP r = 0.05607801 and N = 1784 in order to achieve N c = 100 hits.
An experiment of a sample size N performed in parallel with N solvers on a grid of N processors has a significant advantage in terms of "waiting time" when compared to an experiment where the solver is invoked N times on a single processor. However, serially scheduled experiments are important in this research: they support not only accurate runtime comparisons of different solvers but also allow accurate observations of statistically significant differences, if any, between two or more heuristics implemented by the same solver. Consider again the labs instance for L = 149 analyzed after Eq. 17: the value of the runtime mean is 10.34928 hours and when invoking the solvers in parallel on N = 100 processors we predict to reach the hit ratio hitP r > 0.99 in 96 hours (4 days). When invoking the solver N times on a single processor, the sum of the exponential variates returned by each run has gamma distribution. For relationships between Poisson's processes, exponential distributions, and gamma distributions, see [39] .
Using the notation of R [40] , the cumulative gamma function pgamma and its inverse qgamma:
In queueing theory, we associate the inverse of the cumulative gamma function qgamma with the waiting time.
In this paper, given hitP ser as the solver's predicted hit rate of N solvers invoked serially, the inverse of cumulative gamma function is the metaphor for the predicted solvability solvP ser of N serially invoked solvers:
Using Eq. 20 (the inverse of Eq. 19), we can compute the solvability solvP ser directly. Given a solver with m = 10.34928 and the hit rate of 99/100, we use qgamma and find qgamma(0.99, 100, 10.34928) = 1290.79 hours (53.8 days).
In the case of the single solver with predicted hit ratio hitP r , we again use qgamma to compute the predicted solvability solvP of this single solver: Table 2 presents values of cumulative gamma function in the range of most practical interest for our purposes. Note that for N = 100, pgamma(125, 100, 1) = 0.9906 and that for N = 1, pgamma(q, 1, 1) is equivalent to the cumulative distribution of the exponential function. 
τ ← 1 initialize cntProbe 4:
isCens ← 0 initialize isCensored 6: tgReached ← 0 initialize targetReached 7: β ← 0 initialize cntT rapped 8: ω ← 0 initialize total number of steps 9: while true do 10: ωs : ς * : Θ(ς * ) ← walk.saw(ς 0 : Θ(ς 0 ), t lmt , ω lmt ) return a completed walk segment 11: ω ← ω + ωs update total number of steps 12: if 
Zp ← permute(Z) if Nsaw(ς ωs−1 ) = ∅ then 7: ς ωs : Θ(ς ωs ) ← bestNeighbor(Nsaw(ς ωs−1 )) In Figure 3 we present the fully instrumented pseudo code of solver lssOrel. The main procedure lssOrel invokes walk.saw which in turn invokes newPivot.saw. Depending on initial parameters, the procedure lssOrel returns the best solution from a single contiguous selfavoiding walk or a sequence of contiguous self-avoiding walk segments. The procedure walk.saw makes a contiguous self-avoiding walk segment as a sequence of best pivot coordinates, an arrangement formalized in Eq. 8. The procedure newPivot.saw searches the distance=1 neighborhood as defined in Eq. 7 for the best new pivot under the self-avoiding walk restrictions. for i ← 1 to popsize do 3: popi ← RandomBinarySequence(L)
4:
Evaluate(popi) 5: end for 6:
while t < t lmt and Θ(ς
for i = 1 to offsize do 9: if recombination is performed (pX ) then 10: parent1 ←Select(pop) 11: parent2 ←Select(pop) 12: offspringi ←Recombine(parent1, parent2) 
Evaluate(offspring i )
21:
end for 22: pop ←Replace(pop, offspring)
23:
end while 25: end procedure (a) lssMAts solver, based on MA TS in [21] .
The procedure lssMAts on the left is an instrumented versions of the labs solver named as M A T S in [21] . Settings of all parameters, used also in our experiments, are described in [21] . See a concise reprise below. setting value population size: 100 mutation probability:
2/(L + 1) crossover probability: 0.9 tournament selection size: 2 crossover: uniform tabu search walk length: a random choice from the range
pop1 ← RandomBinarySequence(L)
3:
Evaluate(pop1)
4:
while t < t lmt and
pop1 ←RandomBinarySequence(L)
pop1 ←TabuSearch(pop1 )
8:
Evaluate(pop1 )
9:
end while 11: end procedure Table 1 and fits unobtrusively within the context of the original pseudo code: it is designed to control solver termination not only with a runtime limit but also by monitoring the solution quality in terms of a pre-specified upper bound. The procedure lssMAts on the left describes the actual solver in our experiments, adapted to solve instances of the labs problem only for odd values of L under skew-symmetry. A more general labs solver, for both even/odd values of L and also described by the same pseudo code, has been named lMAts. The procedure lssRRts on the right describes an alternative solver to lssMAts -it is also the name of the solver used in our experiments. While the solver on the left relies on an established evolutionary algorithm to initialize the tabu search, the modified solver uses randomly generated coordinates to initialize the tabu search. This set-up allows us to investigate the performance of the tabu search alone.
Since procedure newPivot.saw is the computationally most critical part of the solver, we provide additional details. The neighborhood search proceeds in randomized order (Step 3) to avoid inducing bias in the order of best pivot selection. The Step 5 eliminates all adjacent coordinates that may have been used as pivots already and returns a neighborhood subset N saw (ς ω−1 ). To manage this search efficiently, we use a hash table to store pivot coordinates W alk ω . If the neighborhood subset is not empty, the procedure bestNeighbor in Step 7 probes all coordinates in the subset and returns the new pivot, updates the walk list to W alk ω in Step 8, and exits on Step 16. An empty neighborhood implies that the self-avoiding walk is trapped, i.e. all adjacent coordinates are already pivotsan event not yet observed. We complete the procedure with Steps 11, 12, 13.
Solvers lMAts, lssMAts and lssRRts. Both solvers lMAts and lssMAts (Figure 4a ) are instrumented versions of the labs solver named as MA TS in [21] . These solvers, their pseudo code, and associated experiments and results, are described in [21] . Setting of control parameters in our experiments are identical to ones used in [21] ; a consise reprise of these setting is shown in the top-right part of Figure 4 . Our instrumentation is highlighted in gray. We also added the cntProbe variable which is not shown.
The solver lssRRts (Figure 4b ) is a derivative of lssMAts; we devised it as a separate solver so we could investigate the performance of the tabu search, as implemented in lssMAts, without its evolutionary component.
Differences in lssMAts and lssOrel. A series of comprehensive experiments the next section reveals significant differences between some of the solvers. Comparisons of most interest are between lssMAts and lssOrel. We conclude this section with an illustrative example which provides a modicum of explanation why such differences impact the asymptotic performance of both solvers.
Consider an instance of a labs problem for L = 21 where we take advantage of skew-symmetry to reduce the problem size to L = 0.5 * (L + 1) = 11. The corresponding Hasse graph now has 2 11 = 2048 vertices and is too large to plot and trace edges from each vertex to 11 of its neighbor vertices and their labels directly. However, when walk lengths are on the order of 30-50 steps, we can project vertices and labels that have been visited in the underlying Hasse graph onto a uniform grid. In Figure 5 we display two instances of such projections, based on two different walks returned by two solvers, lssMAts and lssOrel: one walk terminates without finding the optimum solution, the other terminates upon finding the optimum solution, the pair 01101010110:26. Both solvers start the respective walks from the same initial coordinate 11101011100, a substring of length L = 11, which under rules of skew-symmetry expands into the full initial coordinate 111010111001101111101 of length L = 21 and labs energy value of 130. The labels associated with the initial vertex for each walk are given as the pair substring:value, starting with 11101011100:130. Both walks are shown in two grids: each grid represents a projection of vertices and vertex labels, selected dynamically during the walk, from the underlying Hasse graph. The length of the walk is prescribed by the solver.
Under Case (a), lssMAts selects the walk length ran- [10, 31] , and for the instance shown, the value of 27 has been selected. Under Case (b), lssOrel walk is limited only by the upper bound 2 L − 1. For this instance, lssMAts terminates the walk after step 27 without finding the solution target value and therefore needs to repeat the search from another coordinate. Moreover, the walk in lssMAts uses a tabu search strategy and is not self-avoiding in this instance: six vertices form a cycle 10010010000:74, 10010010001:82, 10010010101:42, 10110010101:66, 10110010100:90, 10110010000:82, and 10010010000:74. On the other hand, the self-avoiding walk in lssOrel continues for 35 steps and stops only upon finding the solution target value: 01101010110:26.
In each case, the walk length depends not only on the initial coordinate but also on the initial randomly selected seed. With lssMAts and the initial coordinate 11101011100, runs with 32 random seeds return walks of lengths in the range of [10, 31] where only 14 walks terminate at the target solution value of 26. With lssOrel and the initial coordinate 11101011100, runs with 32 random seeds return walks of lengths in the range of [4, 226] where all 32 walks terminate at the target solution value of 26. Additional experiments can determine the more likely walk length means of each solver, with each reaching the same target value. Given one thousand randomly selected initial coordinates and random seeds for L = 21, the mean value of total walk length returned by lssMAts is 232.6 with the 95% confidence interval [214.1, 251.1]. This statistics has considerable bias since lssMAts has an advantage by relying on population of 100 randomly initialized solutions before proceeding with the search proper, thereby finding 167 solutions that reach the target value of 26 with walk length of 0 and 833 solutions that reach the target value with walk length > 0. Now, the mean value of total walk length returned by lssMAts based on 833 runs with walk length > 0 and under multiple restarts, is 279.2 with the 95% confidence interval [258.4, 300.1].
In comparison, when the same tests are applied to solver lssOrel, each of the one thousand walks terminate at the target value of 26 without a single restart: the mean value of walk length is 97.3 with the 95% confidence interval [93.6, 100.9]. This mean value is significantly better than the mean value of the Hamiltonian (self-avoiding) walk. Given that this instance has 4 minima, the mean value of the Hamiltonian walk is (1/8)2 11 = 256. In conclusion, experiments with the instance shown in Figure 5 demonstrate that the solver which reduces the repetition of coordinates during the stochastic search more effectively also achieves a better average case performance. In all of our experiments that follow, we shall use sample means to model the asymptotic performance of various solvers. This experiment also demonstrates that with the sample size of 100, we can reliably model the asymptotic performance differences of two labs solvers.
Summary of Experiments
We use the asymptotic performance experiment -as defined with a simulated experiment in Figure 6 -to reliably compare the performance of two labs solvers. By generating the asymptotic model for each solver, we not only readily compare the two solvers, we use the model also to predict computational requirements for maintaining uncensored experiments as the instances size increases -using also the metrics such as the observed hit ratio (Eq. 11). We follow this methodology consistently, under the given computational resources and time constraints [36] . We arrange our experiments into several groups. Given that the hardest-to-solve instances have only 4 minimaor equivalently a single canonic solution -when L is odd, we restrict the asymptotic performance experiments to this subset of L only. If during the experiment we find out that an instance has more than 4 minima, we exclude it from the test set. Similarly, when L is even, the hardest-to-solve instances have only two canonic solutions; we restrict the asymptotic performance experiments to this subset of L only. Given the available resources, including runtime, experiments that do not exploit the skew-symmetry of the labs function have been limited to L ≤ 87. However, with solvers that do exploit the skew-symmetry, we could extend the experiments to L ≤ 401.
When measuring runtime precisely is important, we perform experiments either on a PC or on a cluster of 22 processors [41] , running under linux. In particular, we run the solver lMAts on the cluster where we control the processor load by running each solver instance serially -while also scheduling the runs on 22 processors in parallel. However, experiments with solvers lssMAts, lssRRts, and lssOrel on largest instances are scheduled in parallel and automatically on the grid with 100 processors, each solving an instance size of L under different random seeds and a runtimeLmt of 96 hours (4 days) for each instance. The PC has an Intel processor i7, clock speed of 2.93 GHz, cache of 8 MB, and main memory of 8 GB. The grid is a configuration of AMD Opteron processors 6272, clock speed of 2.1 GHz, cache of 2 MB, and main memory of 128 GB assigned to 64 cores [38] . When scheduled on the grid, processors run under variable load factors and direct comparisons of solver runtime are no longer possible. However, by instrumenting each solver with the counter such as cntProbe, solver performance comparisons remain platform-independent.
Before proceeding to details of experiments about individual solvers, we pause to make a realistic assessment about the runtime complexity of the labs problem in terms of observed and extrapolated experimental results in Figure 7 . In contrast to the branch-and-bound solver searching for an optimal merit factor, the stochastic solvers lssOrel 8 and lssMAts search for sequences with the merit factor of 6.34: such sequences can be produced in polynomial time with constructive methods [25, 26] . The most important observations to infer from Figure 7 are: (1) runtime performance of branch-and-bound solver is inadequate to solve instances that are of current interest; (2) both stochastic solvers start exhibiting computational bottlenecks for L > 400 even when the merit factor target values are relaxed and far from the best values. Neither lssOrel 8 nor lssMAts and least of all, the branch-and- In (a), the objective of the BB solver is to find (and prove) the optimal merit factor (under skew-symmetry) for increasing values of L; the solution for L = 89 reports a runtime of 285326 CPU seconds whereas solvers lssOrel 8 and lssMAts reach the same merit factor in 1.6869 and 3.2774 seconds on the average, with each average based on 100 uncensored trials. The primary objective in (b) is to determine the asymptotic runtime performance of the two stochastic solvers while searching for sequences with the merit factor of 6.34: such sequences can be readily found experimentally with constructive methods [25, 26] . Experimental results in Figure 15a demonstrate that for L = 1009, the merit factor of approximately 6.34 can be reached in less than 1 CPU second while for L = 4021, a solution with comparable merit factor takes about 72 CPU seconds. With stochastic solvers, computational bottlenecks are observed already for L > 400: the observed average runtimes (based on 100 uncensored trials) with lssOrel 8 rise from 103 CPU seconds at L = 241 to 910 CPU seconds for L = 293 while lssMAts requires 1142 CPU seconds on the average to reach 6.34 at L = 241. By extrapolation, finding solutions with merit factor 6.34 for L = 573 requires O(10 9 ) seconds or around 32 years with lssOrel 8, whereas with lssMAts solutions of comparable quality are expected for L = 460 in the same time frame. For the large value of L = 1009, the average runtime prediction to reach the merit factor of 6.34 with for lssOrel 8 is 46774481153 years -which exceeds the current estimate about the age of the universe by a factor of 3.4. This explains why the best reported merit factor with solver lssOrel 8, valued at 8.0668 for L = 241 in Figure 13 , is almost surely not optimal.
bound solver, can be expected to find the conjectured optimal merit factors without faster computers and massive parallelism.
The best course of action at this time is to systematically learn about limitations of current solvers and to continue with summaries of the following experiments: (1) solver lMAts for L odd and L even , (2) best upper bounds of L odd without skew-symmetry, (3) solver lssOrel U (each solution is based on a single segment contiguous walk), (4) solver lssOrel with limited walk length, (5) solver lssOrel U versus lssOrel 8, (6) solver lssMAts versus lssRRts, (7) solver lssOrel 8 versus lssMAts, including asymptotic predictions and hit ratios, and (8) solver lssOrel 8 versus best known merit factors in the literature and new best-value solutions of the labs problem, (9) challenges for the next generation of labs solvers, the asymptotic view.
(1) Experiments with lMAts. Experiments with solver lMAts have been designed to illustrate its asymptotic performance; we summarize it in Figure 8 and in Table 3 . We consider two specific subsets of sequence lengths L: For values of L in the subset L odd there are only four optimal solutions, which reduce to a single canonic solution -making these instances hardest-to-solve. For values of L in the subset L even there are only eight optimal solutions, which reduce to a canonic solution pair -making these instances hardest-to-solve for even values of L. There are four plots in Figure 8 : The asymptotic performance of solver lMAts for sequence lengths L from the subsets L odd and Leven. As expected, instances from L odd take significantly more time to solve than instances from Leven. The sample mean asymptotic models are based on sample size N = 516 and rely only on runtime samples of L where runtime is not censored, i.e. for hitRatio = 100%. For consistency with observed hitRatio in Table 3 , the plot of hitRatio in this Figure also relies on the sample size of 100. Finally, the solver lMAts significantly outperforms the two earlier stochastic solvers, ES and KL from [16, 17] . Here, the performance is measured not in runtime but the observed values of cntProbe which are platform-independent and as such, still relevant 11 years after the initial experiments.
(c) Observed hit ratio as defined in Eq. 11. For runtimeLmt = 10 hours, we can observe the hit ratio of 100% up to L = 57 for odd values of L and up to L = 64 for even values of L. This implies that under current runtimeLmt we can not reliably measure average-case performance of solver lMAts for larger values of L.
(d) The solver lMAts significantly outperforms the two earlier stochastic solvers, ES and KL [16, 17] . Note that the observed values of cntProbe, which are platformindependent, are still relevant 11 years after the initial experiments: cntP robe(ES) odd = 5.76855 * 1.5097 L and cntP robe(KL) odd = 50.9714 * 1.4072 L . Our current estimates of asymptotic performance are more accurate, since we process observations not as single ensemble but as two ensembles, one for odd and the other for even values of L.
More about Figure 8 . Predictor models for cntProbe and runtime are based on a sample size of 516. The model mean is only an approximate predictor of the observed sample mean -it can underestimate as well as overestimate. For L = 57, the observed runtimes range from 2 Table 3 : Predictions versus observations from experiments with lMAts, under the constraint of runtimeLmt of 10 hours for the listed values of L, each with the sample size of 100. For L odd, we only consider hardest-to-solve instances, each having a single canonic solution. For L even, we also consider the hardest-to-solve instances, each having two canonic solutions. The observed mean represents the sample mean based on the value of observed solvability, i.e. the sum total of runtimes of each instance. The observed number of hits, hitO = 100, signifies that none of the solutions have been censored. The model mean values are computed from the two predictors based on empirical data described in Figure 8 . The values of predicted solvability, computed from Eq. 20, are waiting times to reach hitRatio of 100% with probability of 0.99 -provided (1) the solver has been scheduled on a single processor to invoke on each instance serially, and (2) For this series of experiments we had access to a cluster of 22 unloaded processors and could schedule executions in parallel while still measuring runtimes that would be consistent with runtimes we would observe serially on a single unloaded processor. Since runtime measurements under 1 seconds are not precise even for an unloaded processor, we rely on near 100% correlation with cntProbe and compute runtime indirectly for all values of L. Table 3 . We relate observations from experiments with lMAts to observed hit ratio, predicted hit ratio, and runtime models as defined by Eqs. 10, 16, and 26. The rapid decline in observed hit ratio, under the constraint of runtimeLmt of 10 hours can also be observed/predicted in this table and in Figure 8c . The experiments with solver lMAts define the methodology when focusing on the performance of solvers lssOrel and lssMAts under skew-symmetry. Again, we define groups for L odd to arrange the sequence of our experiments.
Predictions and observations in
(2) Best upper bounds pairs for L odd . The experiments with lMAts show the importance of (a) separating instances for L odd from instances for L even , and (b), separating instances in both L odd and L even into additional groups: a group with single canonic solution for L odd , a group with a single pair canonic solutions for L even , and groups with more canonic solutions. For experiments that follow for L odd , we again define the hardest-to-solve instances as having a single canonic solution, and divide them into two groups, primary and secondary: The instance L prim = 105 is the largest instance where the solver lssOrel does not exceed the maximum memory limit of 8 GB on our PC and completes as uncensored a self-avoiding walk without a single restart from each randomly assigned initial coordinate. We observe a single canonic solution for each value of L in this group, so we can formulate an asymptotic predictor model based on sample means, similarly to Eqs. 25 and 26. The instance L secd = 127 is the largest instance where the solver lssOrel completes 100 uncensored performance evaluations (initialized with 100 random seeds) within 2 days ( 100 i=1 runtime i < 2 days) on our PC; i.e. observing a hit ratio of 100% and returning a mean value for the sample size of 100. Again, we observe a single canonic solution for each value of L in this group, so again we can formulate an asymptotic predictor model based on sample means.
For the remainder, we consider the tertiary group, with all experiments performed on the grid [38] . We place L tert = 141 into the tertiary group since the number of observered canonical solutions is greater than 1. The instance L tert = 151 is the smallest instance where we no longer observe a hit ratio of 100% with the solver [42] . We make no attempt to find new and improved solutions for all values of L in [10] , except to show that solver lssOrel consistently returns improved skew-symmetric solutions vis-à-vis Knauer's solutions without skew-symmetry. For details, see Table 6 in Section 4. Entries shown as '?' imply that no 'best solutions' have been reported at this time. 578 (1) 555 (1) 620 (1) 677 (1) 662 (1) 110 687 (1) 752 (2) 745 (1) 786 (1) 835 (1) 120 844 (1) 893 (1) 846 (1) 887 (1) 920 (1) 130 913 (1) 1010 (1) 1027 (1) 1052 (1) 1133 (1) 140 1126 (2) 1191 (1) 1208 (1) 1265 (2) 1218 (1) 150 1275 (4) 1340 (1) 1437 (1) 1366 (1) 1439 (1) 160 1512(2) * 1529 (1) 1474 (1) 1563 (1) 1532 (1) 170 1677 (1) 1598 (1) lssOrel within runtimeLmt = 4 days. With exception of L tert = 141, solutions in this group associate with a distribution of merit factors rather than a single best value; see Table 5 and Figure 14 later in this section. For these instances, we can only report the best figure of merit; the probability that the associated sequence is either optimal or near-optimal is almost 0 as the instance size increases.
See Table 4 for a summary of best known upper bound values on labs energies for given subsets of L odd . Up to L = 99, these energies are listed as pairs: the first number represents the best value achieved under coordinates with skew-symmetry, the adjacent number in brackets gives the number of canonic solutions under skew-symmetry. The second number represents the best value achieved with coordinates that are not skew-symmetric; the adjacent number in brackets gives the number of canonic solutions that are not skew-symmetric. In 2002, Knauer posted the 'best-value solutions' for L > 101 without the restriction of skew-symmetry [10] ; results in Table 4 show that our skew-symmetry solver lssOrel consistently returns improved skew-symmetric solutions vis-à-vis Knauer's solutions without skew-symmetry, and then a few more. The letter U in the solver name is a parameter that stands for unlimited length of the self-avoiding walk segment in contrast to lssOrel 8 where 8 stands for the value of walk segment coefficient ω c that determines the maximum length of the self-avoiding walk segment ω lmt = ω c * L+1 2 , already defined in Table 1 ; lssOrel 8 is discussed in more details later.
Under the walk segment coefficient value of U, solver lssOrel invokes the procedure walk.saw in Figure 3 . As expected, the solver lssOrel U has a slight advantage over lssOrel 8 when we observe cntP robe only. However, the probability of a hash collision to maintain a self-avoiding walk under a fixed memory limit also increases with increasing L -which accounts for the observed reduction in speed of the solver lssOrel U, and the approaching crossover in runtime when compared to lssOrel 8. A compromise solver, with only a modest memory requirement, such as lssOrel 8 is needed for solving larger instance sizes.
contiguous walks, each starting at a different randomly selected coordinate and random seed, with each walk terminating at one of the four solution coordinates with the best-known value of 620. We have not observered a single instance of a trapped pivot that would induce a restart of another walk segment. The runtime, cntProbe and and memory footprint range from 0.04 to 278.87 seconds, 2 
Of these two models, only the predictor for cntProbe is platform independent, the predictor for runtime (in seconds) is valid for the specified PC only. Similarly to Eq. 26, we compute coefficients in r untime(lssOrel U) indirectly by taking advantage of the high correlation between cntProbe versus runtime.
Results obtained with lssOrel U provide the baseline for all experiments that follow. Table 1 . The value of ω c extends the name of the solver lssOrel, for example lssOrel 8 can be interpreted, in the case of L = 105, as limiting the contiguous walk length to a maximum of ω lmt = 8 * 53 = 424 steps.
Under the limited walk length, solver lssOrel invokes the procedure walk.saw in Figure 3 with a randomly selected initial coordinate a number of times, creating the walk as a sequence of contiguous self-avoiding walk segments. However, since each walk segment is independent, there is no need to store the previous walk segments. Thus, the walk segment coefficient determines not only the maximum walk length of the contiguous self-avoiding walk segment but also the amount of memory needed to store the current segment.
To find out the effect of the limited walk length on solver, we ran experiments with the secondary group of the hardest-to-solve instances (Eq. 27, see also Table 4) Figure 10d is not an average value, it is the maximum memory usage observed for one of the 100 samples.
When observing cntP robe alone, the solver lssOrel U has a slight advantage over lssOrel 8 -which we would expect. However, as L increases, this advantage decreases for runtime -due to the increased reduction in speed observed for lssOrel U. A significant factor in this speed reduction for lssOrel U is the increasing memory requirement for lssOrel U, inducing an increased probability of a hash collision to maintain a self-avoiding walk under a fixed memory limit. As shown in the graph, the memory required by lssOrel U increases with the instance size L while lssOrel 8 requires a constant amount of memory, about 1.8 MB in our case.
What we learned from these experiments is that the solver such as lssOrel U cannot deliver solutions under a single self-avoiding walk segment when the required walk length exceeds the available memory constraints of the solver -a compromise solver such as lssOrel 8 is needed for solving larger instance sizes.
(6) Comparisons of lssMAts and lssRRts. The solver lssRRts is a derivative of lssMAts; asymptotic comparison of the two solvers is expected to reveal whether or not the initialization of tabu search by the evolutionary component within lssMAts significantly improves the solver performance in comparison with lssRRts where tabu search is initialized with a random binary sequence.
We ran experiments with the secondary group of the hardest-to-solve instances (Eq. 27, see also Table 4 ). The settings of lssMAts are the same as described in [21] and also shown in Figure 4 . The solver lssRRts has only one control parameter: the tabu search walk length, set in the same way as lssMAts. Results are shown in Figure 11 . We conclude that the asymptotic average-case performance of these two solvers are statistically equivalent. For the range 71 ≤ L ≤ 127 we find cntP robe as 150.49 * 1.1646 L for lssMAts and 156.34 * 1.1646 L for lssRRts. Thus, for the labs problem, the evolutionary component within lssMAts is not effective. (7) Comparisons of lssOrel 8 and lssMAts. We ran two sets of experiments to compare the two solvers. With the first set, we measure the asymptotic average-case performance, with hardest-to-solve instances from the secondary group in Eq. 27. For the second set, we select 7 instances that belong to the tertiary list in Eq. 28 and analyze solvabilities and hit ratios observed and predicted for the two solvers.
Results from first set are shown in Figure 12 , which itself consists of six subfigures. The average values of cntP robe Comparison between solvers lssMAts and lssRRts. We observe that the asymptotic average-case performance of these two solvers are statistically equivalent. Thus, for the labs problem, the evolutionary component within lssMAts is not effective.
required by each solver to reach the best-known upper bound, are shown in Figures 12a and 12b . We can conclude by inspection that the solver lssOrel 8 dominates lssMAts in terms of cntP robe. Notably, for L > 107, the gap in average values of cntP robe between lssOrel 8 and lssMAts is statistically significant and also continues to increase with increasing value of L. In Figure 12c we also observe a statistically significant and increasing gap in average values of runtime between the two solvers. However, in Figure 12d the observed speed of lssOrel 8 is below the observed speed of lssMAtswith the gap slowly reducing as L increases. Apparently, solver lssOrel 8 overcomes its speed disadvantage by significantly better cntP robe performance. For example, in the case of L = 109, the difference between mean values of runtime is 74 seconds and for L = 127, this difference increases to 1555 seconds. In conclusion, the solver of choice for the remainder of this paper is lssOrel 8, we settle on its mean runtime model (in unit of seconds) as
A meticulous reader may notice that performance differences between the two solvers can also be attributed to differences in walk length segments between random restarts. By default, the solver lssMAts selects the walk segment length ω lmt randomly from the interval [ In Figure 12e , we compare the performance of lssMAts and lssMAts 8: the solver based on tabu search that extends the walk segment length to ω lmt = 8 * is at a significant disadvantage.
In Figure 12f , we compare lssMAts with lssOrel for values ω c = 1, 2, 8. We observe significant differences between lssMAts and all version of lssOrel. Even the version of lssOrel 1 with ω lmt = L+1 2 , performs better than lssMAts, where on the average, ω lmt is larger than L+1 2 .
In conclusion, we keep lssMAts as the default solver based on tabu search and lssOrel 8 as the default solver based on self-avoiding walk segments.
Results from the second set of experiments, based on seven instances from the tertiary list in Eq. 28, are shown in Table 5 . Here we compare asymptotic predictions for cntP robe, calculated under the first set of experiments in Figure 12 versus the observed mean and observed solvability (defined as the sum of total of cntP robe, exhibiting a gamma distribution). There are a number of important observations that can be inferred from this set of experiments: (1) as long as the hit ratio stays at 100% (for all instance sizes up to L=141), the value differences between the model mean and the observed mean (and the asymptotic solvability and the observed solvability) are relatively small for both solvers, the differences increases significantly as the hit ratio reduces to 6% and 1% respectively; (2) for each instance, the asymptotic predictions represent the upper bound on the observed values (in this set of experiments); (3) for each instance, lssOrel 8 significantly outperforms lssMAts.Table 5 : Predictions versus observations from experiments with lssOrel 8 and lssMAts, under the constraint of runtime limit of 4 days for each of the selected values of L. The observed mean represents the sample mean based on the value of observed solvability (the sum total of cntP robe of each instance exhibits a gamma distribution). The observed hitRatio value of 100% signifies that none of the solutions have been censored. The model mean values are computed from the two predictors based on empirical data described in Figure 12 . The values of predicted solvability, computed from Eq. 20, represent the value of cntP robe to reach hitRatio of 100% with probability of 0.99 -provided (1) the solver has been scheduled on a single CPU invoke on each instance serially, and (2) are shown in run length encoded notation. Rules of skew-symmetry must be applied to expand each cooodinate to its full length L.
7,11,1,2,2,... The value of 7 implies a run of seven 0's, followed by a run of eleven 1's, etc. Note these solutions are in the canonic form: each solution begins with a run of at least two 0's.
For additional empirical views that illustrate a number of the characteristics of the lssOrel 8, see Figure 13 . In Figure 13a , we observe the quality of runtime predictions in comparisons with the observed lssOrel 8 runtimes. In Figure 13b , we use a large instance of L = 241 to demonstrate the variability in the quality of solutions reported by lssOrel 8: the runtime scatter plot and the histogram of best merit factors based on the sample size of 100. In this experiment, the only stopping criterion is the lssOrel 8 runtime limit of 4 days. The best-known merit factor for L = 241 has been 7.2747 [10] ; represented with the blue line in the histogram. Observations of most interest in this figure include: (1) the point in the scatter graph on the extreme left, where the merit factor of 7.2 is reached near the very start of the experiment and is not improved in 4 days, and (2) the point on the extreme right, where the new best-known merit factor of 8.0668 is reached just before the end of the 4 day experiment. Overall, lssOrel 8 found 69 solutions with a merit factor better than 7.2747. Furthermore, the histogram shows that with the sample size of 100, there is only 1 solution with the best merit factor of 8.0668, and that there are now a total of 24 unique merit factor values that exceed the value 7.2747, currently reported as the best known value [10] . More computational resources, better solvers, or both are required to reach solutions with merit factor that will most likely exceed the value of 8.0668 for L = 241. (b) L = 241: a runtime scatter plot of best merit factors and a histogram of merit factor frequencies generation of labs solvers. The table in Figure 14a compares merit factors obtained with lssOrel 8 with the best-known merit factors reported in the literature. Notably, lssOrel 8 always finds a solution that has equal or better merit factor than those reported earlier. The merit factors where the best-known solutions were not skew-symmetric are marked with *. All these solutions have been improved by lssOrel 8 and all the best-known solutions for odd instance sizes greater than 100 are now skew-symmetric. This is not unexpected; skew-symmetry significantly reduces the problem size and the solver has a better chance of finding new and better solutions for larger instances.
The table also lists additional columns: the observed number of hits hitO as defined in Eq. 10, the cardinality of the canonic solutions C L as defined in Section 2, and the energy level difference ∆(E) of the improved solution with respect to the best-known previous solution. The value of ∆(E) conveys the significance of a given merit factor improvement. For example, for L = 221, the solver lssOrel 8 reports the merit factor of 8.8544 which represents a reduction of 448 energy level (under the constraint of skew-symmetry) with respect to the merit factor of 7.6171 reported by Knauer [10] (without the constraint of skew-symmetry). It is instructive to observe how the observed number of hits hitO relates to the the cardinality of canonic solutions C L : C L ≤ 2 and remains as C L = 1 for most of instances where hitO > 1, even when hitO 1. As the size of the labs problem increases, the monotonically decreasing number of observed hits hitO illustrates (c) Figure 14 : (a) Comparisons of the best-known merit factors reported in the literature and the best-known merit factors obtained by lssOrel 8.
(b) Observed/predicted asymptotic performance of state-of-the-art branch-and-bound labs solver under skew-symmetry [11] versus the observed/predicted runtime of two stochastic solvers under skew-symmetry: lssOrel 8 and lssMAts. (c) A hit ratio model hitP r for the solver lssOrel 8 predicts the probability of reaching uncensored valueBest = valueTarget solutions on a grid of N independent processors, given (1) the runtime limit in days of t lmt ∈ (4, 8, 16 , ..., 128), (2) the ideal value of processor load factor loadFactor = 1, and (3) m(L) = 0.000032 * 1.1504 L /(3600 * 24). In other words, when hitP r ≥ 0.99, we predict that at most 1% of the N instances may be censored by the solver. The table summary under the headline of loadFactor = 2.4 displays a remarkable agreement with the predicted number of hits (hitP ) versus the observed number of hits (hitO); the empirical value of loadFactor = 2.4 is associated with [38] . Small deviations in the column delta are of the same order as the ones explained in Figure 13 -a. For formulas about hitO, hitP , hitPr , and m(L) see Eqs. 10, 16, 17, 31.L=183 L=51 We contrast two views of merit factor asymptotics as L increases towards the value of 5000. In (a), the merit factor values are based on constructions from Legendre sequences, using a technique similar to [25, 26] . Parameters r and t are taken in increments of 1/L: for L < 500, r ∈ [0, 0 not only the limitation of lssOrel 8 it also suggests the need for massively parallel computational resources so that we can continue to maintain the observable hit ratio at 100% with N ≥ 100. We argue that pursuing this strategy, we have the best chance of finding solutions with merit factors approaching the postulated limit of 12.3248.
The table in Figure 14b shows that the computational complexity of the new branch-and-bound solver [11] , now limited to odd values of L under skew-symmetry, is O(1.3370 L ). However, the B&B solver scales poorly and the stochastic solvers are the only viable alternative. Both lssMAts and lssOrel 8 stochastic solvers can find the same optimum solutions with significantly less computational effort, even when comparing a single run with the branch and bound solver with the runtime for 100 repeated runs of each stochastic solver.
The hit ratio model hitP r in Figure 14c predicts, for the solver lssOrel 8, the probability of reaching uncensored valueBest = valueTarget solutions on a grid of N independent processors, given (1) the runtime limit in days of t lmt ∈ (4, 8, 16 , ..., 128), (2) the ideal value of processor load factor loadFactor = 1, and (3) m(L) = 0.000032 * 1.1504 L /(3600 * 24)). The agreement with the predicted number of hits, hitP , versus the observed number of hits, hitO in the small table summary under empirically determined loadFactor = 2.4 under [38] is as remarkable as is the agreement with the mean value runtime predictions versus the observed runtime means for the solver lssOrel 8 and values of L ≤ 141, i.e. the table shown in Figure 13a .
In Figure 15 we contrast two views of merit factor asymptotics as L increases towards the value of 5000. In Figure 15a , the merit factors rely on Legendre sequences, using a construction technique similar to [25, 26] . A few short and mostly very long sequences, and with merit factors hovering around 6.34, can be computed in polynomial runtime O(L 3 ). The best merit factor under this construction, 6.40667, has been found for L = 31. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 15b , all merit factors found by lssOrel 8 are well above 6.34, some with merit factors larger than 9.0, and all below 10.0. In Figure 7 we show that even to find the binary sequence of length L = 573 with merit factor of at least 6.34, the average runtime for the current generation of stochastic solvers such as lssOrel 8 is around 32 years. Nevertheless, the trend of merit factors achieved with lssOrel 8 in Figure 15b points in the right direction -as long as we continue to find uncensored solutions with progressively increasing merit factors. Currently, sequences that would converge closer to the conjectured asymptotic value of 12.3248 are yet to be discovered. In order to find better merit factors as L increases we need both: new approaches to design better solvers and a significant increase in computational resources.
Conclusions And Future Work
This paper introduces a new stochastic solver and demonstrates its merits by following a rigorous methodology of experimental design. We now have models that predict not only the asymptotic runtime performance of this solver, we also have similar models for alternative state-of-theart solvers [21] . Moreover, we have shown why the new self-avoiding walk search solver lssOrel dominates the solver lssMAts (memetic/tabu search) and why the solvers lssRRts (tabu search only) and lssMAts are equivalentat least when applied to the labs problem. Despite their superficial similarities, the self-avoiding walk search and the long-established tabu search are not equivalent.
We borrowed the notion of self-avoiding walk from chemists and physicists. In the follow-up work, we are generalizing these stochastic walks -on directed vertexweighted graphs -as being Hamiltonian as well as Eulerian [44] . For example, the Hamiltonian walk illustrated in Figure 2b reaches the target vertex in 17 steps. However, by considering edges as bidirectional and switching to an Eulerian walk after the step 7, we can reach the target vertex in 11 steps only. Work in progress includes an exploration of new walk strategies to improve the current labs solver; such strategies are also showing promising results in domains of other combinatorial problems, ranging from optimal Golomb ruler or ogr problem, minimum vertex/set cover, linear ordering, protein folding, and beyond. A version of the new walk strategies is particularly effective in solving the ogr problem [45] ; the new solver already dominates a state-of-the-art memetic solver [46] .
The invariants that characterize lssOrel are the models for the average cntProbe, walkLength, and runtime. These invariants are standards that should not only be met but also improved by the new labs solver. Both cntProbe and walkLength facilitate platform-independent performance comparisons with other solvers. Thus: For a bigger picture about the hardness of of the labs problem, we contrast it with the ogr problem, given that our experiments with ogr solvers in [45] show that the asymptotic runtime complexity of a stochastic ogr solver is significantly lower than the complexity of lssOrel 8. Consider the results in Table 7 . We use the Eq. 18 to predict the required number of processors N running concurrently for 5 years (5*365 days) in order to get at least 100 repeated hits of the best known merit factor with the solver lssOrel 8. In the example that follows Eq. 18 we take L = 179, a runtime limit of 4 days (under the loadFactor of 2.4), find hitP r = 0.05607801 and get the prediction of N = 1784 processors that we should run concurrently in order to achieve at least N c = 100 hits (repeated bestknown value solutions). In Table 7 we choose a runtime limit of 5 years (5*365 days with a loadFactor of 1) and assign a subset of values of L associated with the known optimal Golomb rulers. The choice of the runtime limit of 5 years is related to the waiting time, under massively parallel computational effort, that elapsed before finding the optimal ogr solution for L = 553 in 2014 [47, 48] .
Given results in Table 7 , finding the near-optimum values for the labs problem with L > 246 may not be an option unless we devise a faster solver. Revisiting the 100-processor, 4-day experiment with L = 241 in Figure 13 , we find that under a runtime limit of 5 years we need to run in parallel at least 9425 processors. This number increases to 46923 processors if the runtime limit is 1 year.
In conclusion, the paper reports a number of important computational milestones. Using the grid environment with only 100 processors and a runtime limit of only 4 days, lssOrel either re-confirmed or improved the best merit factors reported in the literature. For some instances the improvement is huge. For L = 259, the best merit factor was improved from 7.1287 to 8.0918 which represents a reduction of 560 energy levels, from 4705 to 4145. All of the best known solutions for instances with L odd > 100 are now skew-symmetric.
Source code release
For links to (1) comprehensive tables of best-known-value solutions, (2) the number of unique solutions in canonic form and the solutions themselves, (3) the source code of relevant solvers, and (4) the xBed statistical testing environment, customized for the labs problem, see [10] .
